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1.0 Executive Summary
Summarized in this report are the activities of the UNAVCO Facility and Education and
Outreach Program for the first year of the UNAVCO Community and Facility Cooperative
Agreement (CA). The CA funds the UNAVCO Facility’s core activities for NSF EAR, NASA,
and NSF Office of Polar Programs (OPP). Since the inception of UNAVCO, Inc., in 2001, the
UNAVCO Consortium membership has grown to 81 Members and 55 Associate members from
around the globe (Figure 1). UNAVCO provides support as described below to the solid Earth
and polar research communities that make up the membership of UNAVCO. The membership
meets annually at the Fall American Geophysical Union meeting to conduct business and to elect
the UNAVCO Board of Directors. The UNAVCO Board meets three times year. UNAVCO also
has several Advisory and Science Committees which advise UNAVCO in the services it provides
and on longer term planning. The Facility interacts with the Facility and Education and Outreach
Advisory Committees (with participant support from this CA) and the WInSAR Executive
Committee, and Polar Networks Science Committee.
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Figure 1. (left) UNAVCO Consortium Membership; (right) Members are located around the globe.

UNAVCO, Inc. Headquarters and its three programs (Facility, Plate Boundary Observatory, and
Education and Outreach) currently have 88 full-time and temporary employees in four locations.
UNAVCO was part of the team that successfully constructed EarthScope Plate Boundary
Observatory (PBO), a major solid Earth science initiative of the National Science Foundation.
UNAVCO is now in the Operations and Maintenance phase of the project and manages the PBO
and SAFOD facilities.
Principal activities of the UNAVCO Facility include providing field equipment, engineering,
data, and education and outreach support to Principal Investigator EAR, OPP, and Community
projects. The Facility also provides some project support to PBO, managed the PBO Nucleus
project that operated the 210 stations of the existing GPS networks that were folded into PBO in
2008, provides PBO and Nucleus GPS data and products archiving and distribution, and managed

the GeoEarthScope project. UNAVCO, with JPL, operates and maintains the NASA Global
GNSS Network (GGN).
With Facility support, UNAVCO Community investigators continue to study earthquake
processes, mantle properties, active magmatic systems, plate tectonics, plate boundary zone
deformation, intraplate deformation, glacial isostatic adjustment, global geodesy, global change,
and polar processes. These scientific investigations are described in the Facility and Community
proposal found at: http://www.unavco.org/pubs_reports/proposals/proposals.html.
Facility Support Summary
Through the core NSF EAR Instrumentation and Facilities Cooperative Agreement, UNAVCO
operates facilities that provide engineering, equipment, data management, archiving, and
information technology support to NSF EAR and OPP (Antarctic and Arctic programs) funded
peer-reviewed projects, and operates with JPL the NASA GGN. The UNAVCO Facility in
Boulder, CO, is organized into two primary activities, Engineering and Data. The Facility
Engineering Group provides project management, planning, installation, operations and
maintenance of continuous GPS networks around the globe. The Facility also provides state-ofthe-art equipment for campaigns and semi-permanent surveys and field engineering upon request.
Engineers and technicians also undertake technology development, testing, and systems
integration to support new project demands. Curation and distribution of data are an important
part of the Facility’s responsibilities. The Facility Data Group services include data management
and archiving GPS data and data products for future applications. The Facility also contributes
significantly to educational and outreach supporting the UNAVCO Education and Outreach
(E&O) program and PI E&O projects.
Support to Individual Researchers
UNAVCO has the unique and fundamental role of providing solid Earth and cryospheric science
researchers with free access to a pooled resource of geodetic technologies, equipment, data,
technical support and collaboration that are key enablers of fundamental research being
conducted from the equator to the poles (Figure 2).

Figure 2 (left). UNAVCO EAR PI Support. UNAVCO Facility supports PI projects around the globe. Highlighted
here is the recent completion in 2008 of the last three of six new CGPS stations located on several islands in the
Caribbean. All six stations will be incorporated into the Puerto Rico Seismic Network (PRSN) which is a division of

the University of Puerto Rico, Mayaguez (Prof. Guoquan Wang PI). Shown is UNAVCO Engineer Sarah Doelger
installing one of the stations in the U.S. Virgin Island of St. Thomas. Figure 2 (right). UNAVCO OPP PI Support.
UNAVCO Facility supports a number of Antarctic and Arctic Projects. Shown are researchers Gordon Hamilton and
Meredith Nettles installing a GPS station on a nunatak on Helheim glacier in Greenland. The station will receive data
from several GPS units on the glacier via radio signal, and then transmit the data back to UNAVCO via Iridium
communications. This low-cost custom single-frequency GPS system is being developed by the PIs and UNAVCO
engineers and will allow for a very dense network for ice-flow measurements.

UNAVCO also supports an international GNSS infrastructure that provides data to enable highprecision scientific applications (Figure 3). Principal components of this support include
operation of NASA’s GGN, and technical services for the International GNSS Service (IGS). By
supporting these activities, UNAVCO assures availability of a high-quality global data set to
develop a high-precision geodetic reference frame and satellite orbital parameters that are used by
nearly every high-precision GNSS geodetic project. In addition to providing a precise reference
frame, the products and data from the IGS are directly used for global geodetic studies of plate
tectonics, mass loading and strain rate. NASA funding is provided via an NSF pass through to the
Facility through this CA.

Figure 3 (left). UNAVCO Support to the NASA GGN. The GPS and VLBI station at Stanley, Falkland Islands, is
one of the NASA GGN stations managed by UNAVCO and JPL. This station and stations in Bangkok, Thailand and
Kenya were added to the GGN in 2008. Figure 3 (right). Light-colored solid circles), are co-located with other
space geodetic systems to provide important geodetic ties and shared infrastructure costs. UNAVCO is supporting an
IGS and JPL modernization project by augmenting six GGN sites with L5 GPS receivers (dark solid circles).

Reporting
A detailed of account of UNAVCO activities in FY2008 is presented in this report. Two types of
reporting metrics are used. The first is the overall summary of engineering and data activities
over the last five years (Table 1). The second is a set of detailed metrics, given in the main body
of this report, that are associated with specific elements of the Facility’s Work Breakdown
Structure (WBS). Past annual reports, and quarterly or semi-annual interim reports to NSF are
archived at http://www.unavco.org/pubs_reports/reports/reports.html).
The first row in summary Table 1 is the number of PI projects receiving Facility engineering or
equipment support, ranging from project design and budgeting to full field implementation. In

2008, 48 PI projects per year with EAR and another 43 with community support were supported
during the report period. There were 60 Polar projects (Antarctic and Arctic) supported by the
Facility. The number of permanent stations falling under the Facility umbrella for general
Operations and Management support has risen considerably from 232 stations in 2000 to 793 in
2008. PBO stations are not included as O&M and data management is primarily handled by the
PBO project. The Facility permanent station O&M list from 2004 to 2008 includes the PBO
Nucleus network of 209 existing university stations. This network was managed by the Facility
and the upgrades and operations were conducted by Facility and university staff with separate
funding. PBO Nucleus upgrades were successfully completed in 2008 and the network is being
transitioned to PBO O&M and will not be tallied with Facility O&M metrics after 2008.
Excluding PBO Nucleus, the total Facility O&M list is 584 stations. This includes a mix of
stations that Facility has primary responsibility for O&M as well as stations receive significant
support from PIs and their collaborators and the Facility has a secondary data management role.
Table 1. Summary of overall metrics for Facility engineering and data activities 2000-2007 (not including OPP
which has been tracked separately to date).

Activity by FY

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008(Jan-Nov)

EAR PI Projects
Supported

48

58

48

52

48

37

38

48

48

60

22

38

37

49

43

555

593

621

730

(584+209
PBO Nucleus)

71

41

39

88

41

OPP PI Projects
Supported
Other Community
Projects
Permanent Stations
O&M
(incl. PBO Nucleus,
excl. PBO)
Campaigns
Archived
Permanent
Archived
Total UNAVCO
Support Requests
Unique Institutions
w/Support Requests

793

681
1092
1572
1786
380
(Includes 162 (Includes 373 (Includes 742 (Includes 880
(Incl. 40 PBO)
PBO)
PBO)
PBO)
PBO)
108

157

131

177

228

47

63

46

46

103

2.0 UNAVCO Support of PI Science Investigations
The UNAVCO Facility is organized into two primary activities, the Engineering and Equipment
Services that handles engineering, network operations and maintenance and equipment support,
and the Data Center that handles data management, archiving and data distribution. While
functionally distinct, these two groups conduct their work collaboratively and with a strong sense
of team effort and a spirit of cooperation and support to the Community. The Engineering and
Equipment Services group is itself organized with a project management structure in recognition
of the need to put additional focus on larger projects. Projects include core EAR PI support, OPP
support, and support of the NASA GGN; and the new cross-cutting Development and Testing

activity and Geodetic Imaging activity that include management and archiving of the imagery
purchased by GeoEarthScope and management of the INTERFACE Terrestrial Laser Scanning
project. The Engineering and Equipment Services group provides comprehensive permanent and
campaign project support including planning and budgets, installation, operations, training,
technical support, field engineering, and maintenance as well as system testing and development.
The group also maintains, tracks, and ships the UNAVCO central pool receivers that are loaned
to projects. The group also assembles, tests, and repairs permanent station equipment including
the new PBO permanent station and campaign systems. The Data Center handles data
management, archiving, and data distribution tasks; and manages a large and diverse assemblage
of data handling, data storage and retrieval, database, and backup computer systems. Facility
Operations and Infrastructure staff provide a host of information technology resources including
computer systems administration, web, application, administrative, and database support.
The Facility’s role in support of the various aspects of a project is diagramed in Figure 4. The
degree of support depends on what other resources are available to the project. For individual PI
projects the Facility support can be quite comprehensive. However for large projects such as
EarthScope, UNAVCO and PBO have substantial resources and the Facility role is directed
toward engineering support upon request, equipment testing and handling, and archiving.

Figure 4. Typical phases of a GPS project and types of support provided by the UNAVCO Facility.

The implementation of a GPS project is collaborative involving the Principal Investigators (PIs)
and Facility staff and the various phases are depicted in a general fashion in Figure 4. The
process can involve:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Technical planning and budget development for proposals
Pre-deployment Planning, Preparation and Training including UNAVCO Classes.
GPS Data Collection and Network Operation and Maintenance.
Data Pre-processing.
Data Processing and Scientific Analysis.
Archiving of Data and Science Products.

2.1 Engineering and Equipment Support
Summarized below is the engineering and equipment support given to Individual Principal
Investigator (PI) projects, EarthScope/PBO, NASA and Polar, and other Community projects.
Generally in 2008 the number of projects supported has remained at a level that is fairly
consistent with past trends. The permanent station network support has continued to increase and
campaign deployments have continued to involve larger numbers of receivers with agent
deployments common.

NSF-EAR Program Support
UNAVCO provides specialized technology support to EAR investigators in utilizing GPS within
projects. The primary research applications include active tectonics, intraplate deformation, deep
Earth dynamics, plate rigidity, plate boundary deformation, tectonic geomorphology, and volcano
studies, among others. Services and support are offered for a variety of operating modes,
including traditional campaign mode measurements, semi permanent or permanent networks,
real-time and post processed kinematic surveys, and more recently, through GeoEarthScope,
specialized surveys for precision navigation of aircraft conducting precision airborne LiDAR
surveys and through INTERFACE support of terrestrial laser scanning.
As describe earlier, primary services offered to PIs center around acquiring, distributing,
archiving and applying high-precision geodetic data, including: project management, field
engineering and technical support services to plan and execute surveys and permanent station
installations; network engineering services for permanent network operations, network
maintenance, data flow monitoring and troubleshooting; equipment testing services to evaluate
and improve performance; system integration and software development services for
development of advanced systems; technical support, consultation and training for researchers in
applying geodetic technologies; and logistics services for worldwide deployments, including
property tracking and management, import/export and shipping; and data management and
archiving services.
NSF/EAR PI Project Support
Facility NSF-EAR program support is categorized by task and related metrics in Table 2 below
and is discussed in the following section.
Table 2. Engineering Performance Metrics – NSF CORE
WBS

Task Name

1.1.1

GPS Engineering and Equipment

1.1.1.2

Permanent Station Operations

1.1.1.3
1.1.1.4
1.1.1.5
1.1.1.6
1.1.1.7
1.1.1.8
1.1.1.9

EAR Project Support
Community Project Support
Eng Tech Support
Development and Testing
Pool Equipment Maintenance
PI Equipment Repairs
E&O Support

Metrics

#Stations on O&M list
#Troubleshoots
# Projects
# Projects
#Tech support requests
#D&T projects
#Receivers in pool
#Repairs completed
#Meetings, classes, workshops

Quantity

440
155
48
43
228
5
313
151
3

Permanent station operations. The Facility provides operations and management (O&M)
support to 440 continuously operating stations (Table 3). During this period there were 155
troubleshooting incidents handled for stations monitored for EAR PIs. This included resolving
communication and equipment issues, shipping replacement equipment, and working with PIs
and local contacts to resolve problems.

The UNAVCO Facility, working closely with PIs and their collaborators, provides O&M support
at three broad levels:
High – UNAVCO Facility provides centralized O&M support that may include retrieving the
data, monitoring station data flow, and proactively responding to problems with data flow or
station hardware. Problems are fixed remotely working with collaborators if necessary. If
maintenance trips or materials are required for O&M, these are funded by the PI’s project.
Medium – PIs or collaborators download the data from the stations, monitor station data flow,
and handle most problems themselves. UNAVCO provides engineering and medium-level
technical support on a request basis. Any UNAVCO Engineering maintenance trips and materials
required for O&M are covered by the PI’s project.
Low – UNAVCO provides only archiving support and a low-level of technical support.
UNAVCO does not monitor or download data from the stations.

Table 3. Current UNAVCO Facility Operations and Maintenance List
Network Name or
Principal Investigator
No. Active Level of
Location
Stations Effort
Afar
Eric Calais, Purdue
12
high

Funding Source

BARGEN

Brian Wernicke, Caltech

44

high

NSF-EAR

Bhutan

Roger Bilham, CU

2

high

NSF-EAR: IF

Calabria

Michael Steckler, LDEO

9

high

NSF-EAR: CD

CALIPSO

Glen Mattioli, U of Arkansas

4

high

NSF-EAR

Caribbean Hurricane
Prediction & Geodetic
Network
Central Iceland

John Braun, UCAR

10

high

NSF-ATM/EAR: IF

Rick Bennett, U. of AZ

12

high

NSF-EAR: Geophysics

Costa Rica - Nicoya

Tim Dixon, U. Miami

8

high

NSF-EAR: Tectonics

Galapagos

Dennis Geist, U. Idaho

4

high

NSF-EAR-PET&GEOCHEM

Galapagos L1

Dennis Geist, U. Idaho

4

high

NSF-EAR-PET&GEOCHEM

GPS Soil Moisture

Kristine Larson, CU

5

high

NSF-EAR: IF

Guerrero Coast

Kristine Larson, CU

3

high

NSF-EAR: Geophysics

Las Vegas

Geoff Blewitt, UNR

2

high

NSF-EAR: Hydrology

Mediterranean

Rob Reilinger, MIT

8

high

NSF-EAR: Tectonics

Mid America/New Madrid Bob Smalley, U. Memphis

13

high

NSF-EAR: IF

Northwest Mexico

Rick Bennett, U. of AZ

2

high

NSF-EAR: Tectonics

Peatland Minnesota

Paul Glaser, U. of Minn.

10

high

NSF Geoscience Directorate, Carbon
& Water in the Earth System Program,
interdisciplinary EAR, ATM and OCE

NSF-EAR: Geophysics

Puerto Rico

6

high

NSF-EAR MRI

Rio Grande Rift

Guoquan Wang, U of Puerto
Rico
Anne Sheehan, CU

25

high

NSF-EAR: EarthScope

Alaska

Jeff Freymueller, UAF

1

med

NSF-EAR

Andaman Islands

Bilham, CU

4

med

NSF-EAR: Geophysics

Bangladesh

Michael Steckler, LDEO

12

med

NSF-EAR: Tectonics

Central Asia

Tom Herring, MIT

6

med

NSF-EAR: CD

Denali Fault

Jeff Freymueller, UAF

3

med

NSF-EAR: F/Geophysics

El Salvador

Chuck DeMets, UW-Madison 4

med

NSF-EAR: Geophysics

Ethiopia Tectonics

Roger Bilham, CU

4

med

NSF-EAR Tectonics

GULFNET

Roy Dokka, LSU

16

med

Hawaii

40

med

IAGT

Asta Miklius, HVO, Paul
Segall, Stanford
Matt Starr, IAGT

NSF-EAR: IF (increase to 25 sites 2007/8)
Community USGS

1

med

Community NASA

Jalisco, Mexico

Chuck DeMets, UW-Madison 6

med

NSF-EAR: Geophysics

Mauna Loa

med

NSF-EAR: Geophysics

Oaxaca, Mexico

Ben Brooks, University of
11
Hawaii
Chuck DeMets, UW-Madison 6

med

NSF-EAR: Geophysics

Pakistan

Roger Bilham, CU

6

med

Community Other

PANGA

Tim Melbourne, CWU

1

med

NSF-EAR

Santorini, Greece

3

med

Southeast Alaska

Andrew Newman, Georgia
Tech
Jeff Freymueller, UAF

6

med

Community - NSF Geophysics
Proposal Pending
NSF-EAR: Geophysics

Tajik-Kyrgyz-Pamir

Becky Bendick, U of Montana 4

med

NSF-EAR

Akutan Volcano

Tom Murray, USGS

4

low

Community USGS

Cascades Volcano Obsv.

Mike Lisowski, USGS

1

low

Community USGS

Cotopaxi L1

Pete LaFemina, Penn State

2

low

Community Penn State

DIVE

Tim Melbourne, CWU

1

low

Community NASA

DIVE L1

Tim Melbourne, CWU

2

low

Community NASA

EBRY

Bob Smith, U. Utah

4

low

Community USGS

Hayward Fault L1

Barbara Romanowitz, UCB

4

low

Community NASA

13

low

Community INEL

Idaho National Laboratory Suzette Payne, INL

Mt. Spurr

Jeff Freymueller, UAF

3

low

Community UAF

Mt. Washington, NH

Steve Nerem, CU

1

low

Community NASA

Okmok Volcano

Jeff Freymueller, UAF

4

low

Community USGS

SAGE, New Zealand

Peter Molnar, CU

16

low

NSF-EAR: Tectonics

Slide Mountain Tie

Geoff Blewitt, UNR

1

low

Socorro

3

low

SuomiNet-A

Andrew Newman, Georgia
Tech
Various ATM PIs

Community NSF-EAR: Geophysics
Proposal Pend
Community Georgia Tech

31

low

NSF-ATM Proposal Pending

SuomiNet-G (Geodetic)

Various EAR/ATM PIs

32

low

NSF-ATM Proposal Pending

UNAM

Vladimir Kostoglodov, UNAM 1

low

Community Other

PI Project Services. In this reporting period 91 PI projects (48 EAR, 43 other NSF or
Community funded) were supported by the UNAVCO facility, ranging from project design and
budgets for proposals to full field deployments for new networks, network upgrades and
campaign surveys. The University of Puerto Rico at Mayaguez MRI Project is an example of a
project that received a full complement of UNAVCO facility support. UNAVCO staff was
involved in project planning, network design, monument design, equipment preparation and
installation of the equipment. Additionally, UNAVCO engineers established a permanent GPS
network with a geodetic quality short-drilled brace monuments. The network now has 6
permanent GPS stations which are collecting high rate data being archived at UNAVCO. The
UNAVCO relationship with UPR has grown to include significant E&O activities. A summary
listing of PI projects supported during this annual report period is included in Table 4.
Table 4. UNAVCO Supported Individual PI Projects
Project Name
Guerrero Coast

PI
Kristine Larson

GPS Soil Moisture 20072008

Kristine Larson

Central Iceland
Geodynamics 2007-2009

Rick Bennett

East Greenland 2009-2013

Timothy Dixon

Iceland GPS_Lidar
campaign 2008
STEEP 2008

Peter LaFemina

Support Type
Field support, Equipment configuration/
integration, Equipment testing
Pool equipment loan, Technical support,
Station data retrieval & management,
Station installation, Field support
Technical support, Equipment purchase,
Equipment configuration/ integration,
Pool equipment loan
Pool equipment loan, Technical support,
Technical planning & consultation,
Station installation, Field support,
Training
Pool equipment loan

Jeffrey Freymueller

Pool equipment loan, Data archive

CALIPSO Facility support
2007

Glen Mattioli

DeGray Spillway
Arkansas TLS Project

Carlos Aiken

Station maintenance, Field support, Data
communications planning, Equipment
configuration/ integration
Pool equipment loan

Funding Source
NSF-EAR
NSF-EAR/ATM

NSF-EAR: Continental
Dynamics
NSF-EAR: Continental
Dynamics

NSF-EAR: Continental
Dynamics
NSF-EAR: Continental
Dynamics
NSF-EAR: Earth Sciences:
Instrumentation and Facilities
NSF-EAR: Earth Sciences:
Instrumentation and Facilities

Nicoya GPS network
Campaign survey 2008
TLS Co-location vectors

Timothy Dixon

Pool equipment loan

Chuck Meertens

Pool equipment loan

Trimble Antenna
Calibration 2008
Cordova GPS Tie 2008

Chuck Meertens

Pool equipment loan

Michael Jackson

Pool equipment loan

EarthScope Northern
Basin and Range

Colin Shaw

NSF-EAR: EarthScope

GeoEarthScope LiDAR
Projects 2008

David Phillips

PBO - Alaska Equipment
Prep 2008
PBO - PNW support 2008

Michael Jackson

Rio Grande Rift

Anne Sheehan

Rio Grande Rift

Anne Sheehan

Pool equipment loan, Data archive, Data
communications planning, Proposal
planning, budgeting & letter of support
Pool equipment loan, Technical support,
Station data retrieval & management,
Data archive, Technical planning &
consultation, Field support, Network or
station reconnaissance, Equipment
configuration/ integration, Training
Field support, Equipment configuration/
integration, Equipment testing
Technical support, Station installation,
Field support, Equipment configuration/
integration
Pool equipment loan, Technical support,
Technical planning & consultation, Field
support, Training
Technical support, Equipment testing

San Andreas-San
Bernardino SAF
EarthScope GPS
Snake River Plain 2008

Rick Bennett

Pool equipment loan, Technical support,
Proposal planning, budgeting & letter of
support
Pool equipment loan, Data archive

NSF-EAR: EarthScope

Boulder Creek CZO 2008

Anne Sheehan

Cordillera Blanca Peru
RTK survey 2008-2011

Bryan Mark

Afar GPS 2008

Eric Calais

Afar GPS campaign 2008

Eric Calais

GPS East Africa UGANDA 2008
Kenyan Rift 2009-2012

Eric Calais

Kinematics and Dynamics
of Time Dependent Slip
Along the Central
Creeping Segment of the
San Andreas Fault
Pakistan tectonics 20082012

Roland Burgmann

Michael Jackson

Robert W. King

Eric Calais

Roger Bilham

Pool equipment loan, Technical support,
Data archive, Technical planning &
consultation, Field support, Training
Pool equipment loan, Technical support,
Technical planning & consultation, Field
support, Equipment configuration/
integration, Proposal planning, budgeting
& letter of support
Pool equipment loan, Station
maintenance
Pool equipment loan, Field support
Pool equipment loan, Equipment
purchase, Data archive
Pool equipment loan, Technical support,
Equipment purchase, Data archive,
Technical planning & consultation,
Station installation, Field support,
Equipment configuration/ integration
Pool equipment loan

Equipment purchase, Data archive,
Equipment configuration/ integration,
Equipment testing, Education and

NSF-EAR: Earth Sciences:
Instrumentation and Facilities
NSF-EAR: Earth Sciences:
Instrumentation and Facilities
NSF-EAR: Earth Sciences:
Instrumentation and Facilities
NSF-EAR: EarthScope

NSF-EAR: EarthScope

NSF-EAR: EarthScope
NSF-EAR: EarthScope

NSF-EAR: EarthScope

NSF-EAR: EarthScope

NSF-EAR: EarthScope
NSF-EAR: Geomorphology and
Land Use Dynamics
NSF-EAR: Geomorphology and
Land Use Dynamics

NSF-EAR: Geophysics
NSF-EAR: Geophysics
NSF-EAR: Geophysics
NSF-EAR: Geophysics

NSF-EAR: Geophysics

NSF-EAR: Geophysics

Outreach, Other
Southern Dalmatia fold
and thrust belt 2009-2010
Tanzania – Natron CGPS
2008
Tanzania Campaign GPS
2008
Tectonics of Andaman
Islands 2008-2010
Wenchuan Earthquake
Response 2008
Yucca Mountain 2008-09

Rick Bennett

Pool equipment loan

NSF-EAR: Geophysics

Cindy Ebinger

Pool equipment loan, Technical support

NSF-EAR: Geophysics

Eric Calais

Pool equipment loan, Technical support,
Station installation
Pool equipment loan, Technical support

NSF-EAR: Geophysics

John Paul
Puchakayala
Jeffrey Freymueller

NSF-EAR: Geophysics

Telica Volcano 2009-2012

Peter LaFemina

BanglaDrill 2009

Michael Steckler

AFAR Triple Junction
2006-2010
Azerbaijan-Sheki CGPS
2008-2010
Costa Rica - Panama
2008-2010 year II
Hindu Kush 2009-2014

Robert Reilinger

Pool equipment loan, Data archive,
Solution archive
Proposal planning, budgeting & letter of
support
Pool equipment loan, Proposal planning,
budgeting & letter of support
Pool equipment loan, Technical support,
Technical planning & consultation,
Proposal planning, budgeting & letter of
support
Pool equipment loan

Robert Reilinger

Pool equipment loan

NSF-EAR: Tectonics

Peter LaFemina

Pool equipment loan

NSF-EAR: Tectonics

Rebecca Bendick

NSF-EAR: Tectonics

Iceland GPS_Lidar
campaign 2009
Morocco 2008-2011
CGPS Equipment Loan
High-resolution sea-level
record 2008
GPS Soil Moisture –
Receiver Test 2008
GPS Soil Moisture,
Socorro 2008

Peter LaFemina

Equipment purchase, Data archive,
Proposal planning, budgeting & letter of
support
Pool equipment loan
Pool equipment loan, Proposal planning,
budgeting & letter of support
Pool equipment loan, Technical support,
Data archive, Training
Pool equipment loan, Equipment testing

NSF-EAR: Tectonics

Holocene sea-level change
2008
Pacaya Gravity and
Deformation 2008
TLS: Peatlands Methane
Accumulation and Release
Training for GPS and
post-processing
CAUSE Iceland TLS 2008

Torbjorn E.
Tornqvist
John Gierke

Concepcion Volcano
Nicaragua 2008
East Greenland Glacier
Dynamics 2007

Brian Wernicke

Robert Reilinger
Torbjorn E.
Tornqvist
Kristine Larson
Kristine Larson

Pool equipment loan, Station data
retrieval & management, Data archive,
Field support
Pool equipment loan

NSF-EAR: Geophysics
NSF-EAR: Geophysics
NSF-EAR: Petrology and
Geochemistry
NSF-EAR: Sedimentary
Geology and Paleobiology

NSF-EAR: Tectonics

NSF-EAR: Tectonics

NSF-OCE
NSF-OTHER
NSF-OTHER

NSF-OTHER

Dhananjay Ravat

Pool equipment loan, Technical planning
& consultation
Proposal planning, budgeting & letter of
support
Training

NSF-OTHER

Peter La Femina

Pool equipment loan, Field support

OTHER

Peter La Femina

Pool equipment loan

OTHER

Pedro Elosegui

Technical support, Equipment purchase,
Technical planning & consultation,
Equipment configuration/ integration

OTHER

Karina Schafer

NSF-OTHER
NSF-OTHER

Emergency Earthquake
Response, Iceland 2008
EO-08-CU-LarsonLecture
Greenland DNSC 2008
Hydrology and
geomorphology in Arid
River Systems:
Iceland Glacier Scan 2009
Iceland Northern Volcanic
Zone 2008
Indiana University field
class 2008

N/A

Pool equipment loan

OTHER

Kristine Larson

Education and Outreach, Other

OTHER

Shfaqat Abbas
Khan Khan
Steve Hunter

Pool equipment loan

OTHER

Pool equipment loan, Technical support,
Training

OTHER

Sridhar
Anandakrishnan
Halldor Geirsson

Pool equipment loan, Field support

OTHER
OTHER

Juneau Icefield research
Program 2008
MIT Field Camp 2008

Maynard Miller

Pool equipment loan, Technical planning
& consultation, Training
Pool equipment loan, Technical support,
Field support, Education and Outreach,
Other
Pool equipment loan

Thomas Herring

Pool equipment loan

OTHER

Mt.Evans Observatory site
Installation 2008

Giovanni Sella

OTHER

MUSCOX UAV 2008

James Maslanik

Technical support, Technical planning &
consultation, Station installation, Field
support, Equipment configuration/
integration, Training, Education and
Outreach
Pool equipment loan

PSI Antenna Test

Chuck Meertens

Santorini GPS 2008

Michael
Hamburger

OTHER

OTHER

OTHER

Andrew Newman

Pool equipment loan, Technical planning
& consultation, Equipment
configuration/ integration, Equipment
testing
Pool equipment loan

OTHER

Structure and Deformation
of Higley BasinAZ 2008
Toward a predictive model
of coastal erosion in a
warming Arctic, Beaufort
Sea, Alaska
Trimble Antenna
Calibration 2008

Roy Johnson

Pool equipment loan

OTHER

Cameron Wobus

Pool equipment loan

OTHER

Chuck Meertens

OTHER

Crete Broadband Geodesy

Karl Wegmann

Senator Beck Basin
Survey
Peri-Tyrrhenian Geodetic
Array 2008
Crete GPS Network 2008

Chris Landry

Technical support, Data archive,
Equipment configuration/ integration,
Equipment testing
Pool equipment loan, Equipment
purchase, Technical planning &
consultation, Proposal planning,
budgeting & letter of support
Pool equipment loan, Technical planning
& consultation
Pool equipment loan

University start-up

Hawaii Permanent Station
Archiving
Joshua Tree August 2008

Asta Miklius

Technical support, Equipment purchase,
Equipment testing
Data archive, Pool equipment loan

USGS

Rick Bennett

Pool equipment loan

USGS

John Oldow
Karl Wegmann

OTHER

Petroleum Research Fund – DNI
Proposal

Self funded, if required
University of Naples, Italy

Joshua Tree May 2008

Rick Bennett

Pool equipment loan

USGS

Mid-America Permanent
Stations Archiving
Wabash Valley 2008

Robert Smalley

Station data retrieval & management,
Data archive
Pool equipment loan, Data archive

USGS

AfricaArray GPS Network
2009-2010

Michael
Hamburger
Andy Nyblade

USGS

TEQC-CRACICE-Mertz

Benoit Legresy

Technical support, Station data retrieval
& management, Equipment purchase,
Data archive, Technical planning &
consultation, Data communications
planning, Equipment configuration/
integration, Equipment testing, Training
Other

CU Field Geophysics
support 2008
INL Snake River Plain PS
Archiving

Craig H. Jones

Pool equipment loan

CU class

Suzette Payne

DOE

Propagation of Infrasonic
Waves 2009
CO2 Injection - Farnham
Dome, Utah 2008-2009

Eric Calais

Technical support, Station data retrieval
& management, Equipment purchase,
Data archive, Pool equipment loan
Pool equipment loan

DOE-Energy

ShakeOut campaign GPS
response

N/A

Beaver Creek CGPS
Station HARDWARE
DIVE L1 network upgrade

Jeffrey Freymueller

Technical support, Equipment purchase,
Data archive, Technical planning &
consultation, Station installation, Field
support, Data communications planning,
Equipment configuration/ integration,
Equipment testing
Pool equipment loan, Technical planning
& consultation, Field support, Network
or station reconnaissance, Training,
Proposal planning, budgeting & letter of
support, Education and Outreach, Other
Pool equipment loan

Geologic Survey of Canada

Tim Melbourne

Pool equipment loan

indirect

Hans-Peter
Marshall
Bryan Mark

Pool equipment loan, Equipment
configuration/ integration
Pool equipment loan, Technical support,
Technical planning & consultation, Field
support, Equipment configuration/
integration, Proposal planning, budgeting
& letter of support
Pool equipment loan

NASA-OTHER

CLPX II 2008
Peruvian glacier recession
2008-2009

Brian McPherson

Quarrasup 2008

Ian Howat

Hazard assessments in
Azerbaijan

Timothy Dixon

TIGER

Joachim Gottsmann

Uturuncu

Joachim Gottsmann

Technical support, Station data retrieval
& management, Equipment purchase,
Data archive, Technical planning &
consultation, Station installation, Data
communications planning, Equipment
configuration/ integration, Equipment
testing, Training, Proposal planning,
budgeting & letter of support
Equipment purchase, Equipment
configuration/ integration
Pool equipment loan, Technical support,
Station maintenance, Equipment
purchase, Station installation, Field
support

Air Force Office of Scientific
Research

CNRS

DOE

funded through SCEC

NASA-OTHER

NASA-OTHER
NATO

NERC United Kingdom
NERC United Kingdom

Engineering Tech Support. During this annual report period the UNAVCO Facility responded
to 228 requests for support via our support mail alias (support@unavco.org), and by direct
requests to staff via email and phone calls.
Development and Testing. The UNAVCO Facility was involved with five developing and
testing tasks. The facility has setup a new antenna testing area that will allow us to test antennas
that are allocated to projects to ensure they are within specifications. It was designed for the
campaign pool of receivers but can be used for any antenna coming into the facility. Other D & T
activities included testing new communication equipment, software, solar panels and campaign
system designs. As noted, a new Development and Testing project has been initiated in the
Facility in late 2008 and it is anticipated that this effort will hit full stride in 2009.
UNAVCO GPS Receiver Pool. The UNAVCO Facility pool consists of 313 receivers of various
types. This year saw a continued high level of utilization of the UNAVCO receiver pool (Table 5,
Figures 5-8).
Table 5. Receiver Utilization (EAR pool)
Receiver
Utilization
(%)
Average
Peak

NetRS

89
99

5700

Topcon (for
EarthScope
only)

4000

87
97

53
68

87
91

Figure 5. Trimble R7/5700 receiver usage. Shown are the percentage utilization and the total number in the EAR
receiver pool. As of March 2007 OPP receivers are reported separately and are not included in the total.

Figure 6. Trimble NetRS receiver usage. This receiver package is intended for use in semi-permanent receiver
pool. As of March 2007 OPP receivers are not included in the total.

Figure 7. Total Trimble 4000 receiver utilization. Note: As of March 2007 OPP receivers are not included in
the total.

Figure 8. EarthScope/PBO Topcon receiver. Shown are the percentage utilization and the total number in the
receiver pool. Use of this pool is restricted to EarthScope or closely associated projects and subject to NSF
approval.

PI Equipment Repairs. During this annual report period UNAVCO handled 151 receiver and
other equipment repairs. The repairs ranged from processing RMA with the manufacture to board
level repairs in-house.

NSF-EAR EarthScope/Plate Boundary Observatory Project Support
Although the PBO division of UNAVCO has the primary responsibility to manage and
implement the PBO Project, the UNAVCO Facility provided engineering support for many
aspects of the EarthScope project, including helping to implement the PBO Network, supporting
the EarthScope campaigns, managing the Nucleus project and coordinating GeoEarthScope data
acquisition. Facility archiving support of PBO is described later in the data section of this report.
PBO Permanent Network Support. The UNAVCO Facility participated in the PBO project by
supporting receiver and equipment testing, site reconnaissance, and installation. The Facility will
continue to provide PBO PI project support, to manage GeoEarthScope-acquired imagery and it
is transitioning out of PBO Nucleus project support. A summary of 2008 support to PBO is given
below.
PBO Nucleus Project Support
The PBO Nucleus project support under NSF-EarthScope award #0453975 as coordinated by
UNAVCO facility staff has been completed as planned. On October 1, coincident with the
beginning of the Plate Boundary Observatory’s Operations and Maintenance phase, operational
responsibility for Nucleus was assumed by PBO. A transition plan was completed, detailing
personnel and responsibilities for the remainder of the project, including the transfer of Field
Engineer II Eleanor Boyce to PBO, ongoing support of unfinished permitting activities and PI

oversight of funds by Facility co-PI’s. Remaining funds will be used for ongoing O&M of the
209 stations through 2009.

Figure 9. Earned Value Management metrics

Earned Value Management metrics reflects detailed progress (Figure 9 above) on all aspects of
the project as of the 10/1/2008 transition to PBO. Total Earned Value is shown in Table 6. All
aspects of Nucleus were completed on schedule except for permitting, which will be seen through
to completion in the coming months under a no-cost extension.
Table 6. Earned Value Management progress
Category
EV Weight
Actual
Procurement
5%
209
Landowner Contact
10%
209
Permit Submitted
10%
209
Permit Accepted
20%
189
Metadata to POD
5%
209
Station Upgrades
50%
209
Total Earned Value
100%
192

2008 Activity
0
23
82
89
149
14
29

Plan
209
209
209
209
209
209
209

Variance
0
0
0
-11%
0
0
-2%

By all measures the project was a success, having achieved 98% earned value while being 15%
under budget during the 3-1/2 year project period. Most importantly to the community users and
original network operators, data flow to the UNAVCO archive was at or above 95% from 2004
through 2008, and station health was maintained between 98% and 100%. Project staff made
significant contributions to the overall development of PBO by improving and pioneering data
communications systems and metadata tracking techniques first used in Nucleus. During 2008
Nucleus project staff contributed efforts to Facility projects in Ethiopia and Puerto Rico as well
as PBO GPS and strainmeter installation and maintenance.
Performance Metrics 1/2008 – 11/2008
Nucleus: 209 Permanent stations monitored, 14 upgraded, 72 remote troubleshooting events, 54
troubleshooting events that included site visits (excluding upgrade visits)

EarthScope/PBO PI Project Support
The EarthScope-funded pool of 100 Topcon GB-1000 systems was used to support 11 PI-projects
during 2008. Three continuing projects: Hawaii Earthquake Emergency Response (B. Brooks and
J Foster, U. of HI. PI’s), Western Canadian Cryosphere (B. Menounos, UBC, PI), and the Rio
Grande Rift (A. Sheehan, S. Nerem, U of CO, A. Lowry, U.S.U., and M. Roy, U of NM PI’s), of
which the latter was the only EarthScope-funded venture that received ongoing attention from
project staff and the Facility Equipment Group. EarthScope funded projects in the Snake River
Plain (Bob King, MIT, PI), GeoEarthScope CA, Yellowstone/Wasatch, PNW, and Denali Fault
LiDAR ground control (D. Phillips, UNAVCO, PI), and three non-EarthScope projects: Joshua
Tree ECSZ (R. Bennett, AZ, PI), MIT Field Camp (T. Herring, MIT, PI) and STEEP (J.
Freymueller, AK, PI). Non-EarthScope projects are supported with this equipment at the
UNAVCO Project Manager’s discretion whenever the UNAVCO Facility’s equipment pool is
over-subscribed.
The Facility’s Equipment Group continues to provide vital resources to the EarthScope campaign
support effort, coordinating the staged RMA process for the entire pool of 100 Topcon receivers,
and maintaining and shipping the system cases. The group continues to assist with the
reconfiguration of the system boxes to address issues with their reliability and usability. The
remainder of these activities were supported the NSF Plate Boundary Observatory MREFC and
O&M awards.
The 25-station Rio Grande Rift project continues to run smoothly in operations mode, with
UNAVCO’s role one of training and advising the PI’s staff and archiving data as they are
collected. Several station service visits were made by UNM and CU staff, and one by UNAVCO
staff. The network is performing very well, with only 2 of the stations having minor data loss
due to hardware problems in 2008. Data from all 25 of the stations over the first 2-1/2 years of
the project are now available to the public from the UNAVCO archive.
To supplement the data from the RGR network, UNAVCO corrdinated the reoccupation of a 26
station campaign GPS reoccupation of High Accuracy Reference Network (HARN) control
points in Colorado, Wyoming, and New Mexico. Staff from the UNAVCO Facility and
Education and Outreach groups, RESESS interns, and University of Colorado and National
Geodetic Survey personnel conducted the survey in July and August of 2008.
Performance Metrics 1/2008 – 11/2008
EarthScope Project Support: 11 Projects supported, 100 Receivers in Pool
The Great Southern California ShakeOut. In order to refine our Event Response policies and
procedures, UNAVCO participated in the “Great Southern California ShakeOut”
(http://www.shakeout.org/), the largest earthquake preparedness drill in history. After advance
coordination with the scientific community and agencies such as SCEC, the USGS and JPL,
UNAVCO responded to the simulated M7.8 earthquake along the southern San Andreas Fault as
if it had actually happened. Both proactive aspects of an event response such as internet presence
and high-rate data downloads from PBO stations as well as reacting to requests for support from

our community were tested. The response involved both the more traditional aspects of
providing GPS campaign hardware and data and communicating with PBO field staff in the
epicentral area, to the coordination of quickly organized airborne LiDAR acquisition, InSAR data
purchases, and the generation of land ownership information by the PBO Permitting Group. All
groups within UNAVCO were involved: Senior Management, Education and Outreach, PBO,
and the Facility.
The drill brought to light many unanticipated
details of event response procedures, such as the
need for an effective public communication
forum, immediate access to GPS data from PBO
stations, and redundancy in the training of staff
to perform sensitive tasks. Changes will be
made to the way the our equipment is
maintained and stored in the warehouse to
reduce preparation time needed following an
actual event, and in the way that PBO receivers
are configured for routine data collection. A
permanent Community Event Response
Figure 10. Elementary school students in El Centro, CA
Coordination web page
conduct an earthquake drill on 11/13 near PBO station P496.
(http://www.unavco.org/support/eventresponse/event-response.html) was established prior to the event and will be used as an
information gateway for future events.
PBO GeoEarthScope Activities
GeoEarthScope includes the acquisition of aerial and satellite imagery and geochronology to
examine the strain field beyond the decade time scales available from PBO geodetic
instrumentation and to assist with EarthScope instrument siting. GeoEarthScope acquisition
activities concluded with the EarthScope MREFC on September 30, 2008. Ongoing activities to
support the EarthScope imagery products acquired by GeoEarthScope continue at UNAVCO as
part of the PBO Operations & Maintenance phase. The scope of GeoEarthScope activities were
based on community guidance channeled through four GeoEarthScope working groups including
a LiDAR working group, InSAR working group, Geochronology working group, and the
GeoEarthScope Review Subcommittee made up of members of the PBO Standing Committee
and supplemented by additional members. The GeoEarthScope Review Subcommittee took
recommendations from the working groups and set budget targets for the three activities.
GeoEarthScope data products and metadata are accessible from http://unavco.org/geoearthscope.
GeoEarthScope Airborne LiDAR Imagery Acquisition. UNAVCO acquired approximately
5,788 km2 of high resolution airborne LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) imagery during four
major ALSM (Airborne Laser Swath Mapping) campaigns as summarized in Table 7. GeoES
LiDAR acquisitions were planned and conducted based on community recommendations with
respect to target identification and data collection practices so as to provide the EarthScope

community with a rich, high quality data set capable of supporting a wide range of interests and
applications. Specific targets were identified by the GeoEarthScope LiDAR Working Group.
LiDAR data for all projects were collected by the National Center for Airborne Laser Mapping
(NCALM), chosen based on competitive bids, using a new generation Optech “Gemini” scanner
using pulse rate frequencies of 70 to 125 KHz. High rate GPS data from regional continuous
networks, primarily PBO, were used for ground control. Supplementary GPS data collection and
trajectory analyses were conducted by Ohio State University (OSU). Data collection campaigns
typically included several weeks of field work each and were conducted by personnel from
UNAVCO, NCALM, OSU, and the USGS as well as volunteers from local universities and
communities. NCALM and OSU were funded by UNAVCO to support this work.
Processed GeoES LiDAR data products generated by NCALM, such as the digital elevation
model (DEM) of the Garlock fault, are freely available for download via the GEON LiDAR
Workflow (GLW) system accessible from http://www.opentopography.org. The GLW system
was chosen as the best way to allow access to these very large and computationally intensive data
sets, and it provides access to DEM products and hill shades (in ESRI binary and Google Earth
formats) as well as point cloud data that can be used to generate custom products on demand.
Google Earth KML files showing GeoES LiDAR coverage as well as hillshades are available
from http://unavco.org/geoearthscope. Arizona State University and San Diego Super Computer
Facility were funded by UNAVCO to support this work.
GeoES Airborne LiDAR download metrics (12/5/08):
KML for tile downloads:
756 downloads by 434 unique IP addresses
KML for hillshade files:
643 downloads
DEM Tiles:
13,845 tiles by 454 unique IP addresses
Point Cloud processing:
262 jobs, 2.05 billion points
UNAVCO, through the Education and Outreach program, held two LiDAR training workshops in
order to generate awareness and disseminate knowledge of LiDAR data analysis tools within the
EarthScope community. A one-day workshop was held in October 2007 and a two-day workshop
was held in May 2008.
Table 7. GeoEarthScope Airborne LiDAR Acquisition Summary
PROJECT REGION
MAJOR TARGETS
AREA

ACQUISITION
DATES
NOV 2006, OCT
2007

Death Valley – Fish
Lake Valley

Death Valley - Fish Lake
Valley fault

~420 km2

Northern California

San Andreas fault, Hayward
fault, Maacama fault, Green
Valley fault, Little Salmon
fault
Garlock fault, Elsinore fault,
faults in Panamint, Owens,
Death valleys

~1960 km2
(including supplementary
targets funded by USGS
and other partners)
~1,995 km2

MAR–APR 2007

Pacific Northwest

Yakima fold and thrust belt

~290 km2

APR 2008

Yellowstone and

Yellowstone, Teton fault,

~696 km2

JUL 2008

Southern California

APR 2008

Inter-Mountain
Seismic Belt
Alaska

Wasatch (Nephi) fault
Denali fault, Totschunda fault

~427 km2

JUL-AUG 2008

GeoEarthScope Satellite InSAR Imagery Acquisition. UNAVCO acquired Synthetic Aperture
Radar (SAR) imagery in response to recommendations by the GeoEarthScope InSAR Working
Group. More than 17 terabytes of data suitable for interferometric analyses were purchased from
the European Space Agency (ESA) and ordered from NASA via the Alaska Satellite Facility
(ASF) as summarized in Table 8. Included were data from ESA’s ENVISAT, ERS-1 and ERS-2
missions as well as the Canadian Space Agency’s RADARSAT-1 mission. In addition to
ordering data from existing ESA and NASA archives, UNAVCO tasked the ESA ENVISAT
satellite to acquire new SAR data for EarthScope regions of interest for every orbit from October
2007 through September 2008.
Table 8. GeoEarthScope Satellite InSAR Acquisition Summary.
Satellite Mission
Scenes
Frames
ERS1
> 4096
> 16671
ERS2
> 18814
> 41235
ENVISAT
> 2784
> 7786
RSAT1
> 10932
> 40829
Total
> 36626
> 106521

From ESA
620 GB
1911 GB
921 GB
0.0 GB
3452 GB

From NASA/ASF
> 1730 GB
> 3446 GB
0.0 GB
> 8373 GB
> 13549 GB

The successful acquisition of these data for GeoES was made possible through strong
collaborations that were established between UNAVCO, the European Space Agency (ESA),
NASA, and the Alaska Satellite Facility (ASF). Data were acquired from ESA at special pricing
through Category-1 research proposals submitted by UNAVCO. Data were acquired from NASA
at no cost through proposals submitted by UNAVCO. The ESA Cat-1 data policy restricts
distribution of data to intended research applications. In order to distribute ESA data acquired by
GeoES while maintaining compliance with the ESA data policy, UNAVCO worked with ESA to
established the “Mini Cat” proposal process which allows researchers to freely request data of
interest directly from UNAVCO. The GeoES Mini Cat-1 request form is: http://geoesinsar.unavco.org/minicat_request.php
In addition to the baseline level of support provided by ASF as a community data center,
UNAVCO funded ASF to provide a significant level of technical and logistical support specific
to and for all aspects of GeoES SAR data handling including planning, placing, confirming and
quality checking data acquired from ASF as well as ESA. UNAVCO also funded the University
of Texas at Austin to develop new software for on-demand extraction and concatenation of SAR
data as required for processing in various research software packages. The UNAVCO Facility
Data Group developed and implemented the essential infrastructure and software needed to
archive the GeoES data and to support community access to this rich dataset. Users can explore
GeoES InSAR holdings in various ways, including Google Earth.
UNAVCO, through the UNAVCO Education and Outreach, hosted one GeoES InSAR training
workshop in order to generate awareness and disseminate knowledge of InSAR data analysis
tools within the EarthScope community. This 3-day workshop took place at UNAVCO in

Boulder, CO in May 2008 and was taught by InSAR researchers from the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL) and UCSD.
GeoEarthScope Geochronology. UNAVCO funded twelve laboratories to provide
geochronology analysis services to investigators independently identified and supported by NSF
via the standard proposal process. The funded geochronology labs were identified through a
community led review process based upon a formal announcement and request for proposals
(RFP) issued by UNAVCO in February 2007. Subsequent work by the successful labs, including
the actual sample analyses, will be coordinated and conducted directly by the labs and NSF
designated investigators without additional involvement from UNAVCO. Dating methods to be
provided by GeoES labs include 14C, OSL, Cosmogenic, (U-TH)/He, Fission Track, 40Ar/39Ar
and U-Pb as summarized in Table 9.
Table 9. Geochronology Award Summary.
DATING METHOD
LABORATORY
14
C
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
14
C
University of California Irvine
OSL
Utah State University
OSL
University of Washington
Cosomogenic
University of Kansas
Cosomogenic
PRIME Lab Purdue University
(U-TH)/He
University of Arizona
Fission Track
Apatite to Zircon
40
39
Ar/ Ar
New Mexico Tech
40
Ar/39Ar
Berkeley Geochronology Center
40
39
Ar/ Ar
University of Florida
U-Pb
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS), INTERFACE Project
UNAVCO support for TLS activities continues to increase, currently primarily through the NSF
funded INTERACE project and NSF funded polar PI projects. Polar related TLS activities are
described in the polar support section. David Phillips assumed expanded TLS responsibilities for
the UNAVCO Facility on October 1, 2008. David Phillips and Marianne Okal received several
days of training in TLS data processing software and techniques from the USGS in Sacramento,
CA in October. UNAVCO has implemented a method that allows users to log in to a server at
UNAVCO to process TLS data using Polyworks software. Users have successfully logged into
this server from Penn State and the University of Colorado. In particular, Caroline O’Hara, a
graduate student at Penn State working with Pete LaFemina, has extensively and successfully
been using this system to process TLS data that she collected in Iceland using the UNAVCO
Polar TLS scanner this past summer. A TLS pilot study at Bijou Creek, Colorado, led by
University of Colorado PI’s Anne Sheehan and Greg Tucker and participated in by 2008
RESESS protégé Emmanuelle Bonilla, was conducted in the summer of 2008 with data analysis
continuing into 2009. David Phillips is co-chairing a TLS special session at the AGU 2008 Fall
Meeting, and INTERFACE will present TLS instrument and data processing demonstrations at

the UNAVCO booth at AGU as well. TLS support at UNAVCO will continue to expand in 2009.
UNAVCO and INTERFACE PI’s submitted a proposal for presenting a TLS Short Course at the
GSA 2009 Annual Meeting. UNAVCO will support and participate in an INTERFACE TLS data
acquisition experiment in Panamint Valley, California, in January 2009. UNAVCO is exploring
options for acquiring additional TLS instrumentations to expand the equipment pool and
community support in general.

NASA/SENH Program Support
The UNAVCO Facility with JPL provides support for the NASA GPS infrastructure through a
network of 81 permanent GPS stations called the Global GNSS Network (GGN) which represents
approximately 20% of the stations that make up the IGS GNSS permanent station global network.
Data from these stations are used to produce highly accurate products that are essential for Earth
science research, multidisciplinary applications, and education. Regular fiscal accountability
reports and use of the NASA-Statement of Work (SOW) as a living document and
discussion/concurrence via regular meetings with JPL Program Element Manager (David
Stowers), help to ensure consistency between NASA-funded IGS efforts, JPL GNSS programs,
and the resources and expertise applied to these efforts and programs by UNAVCO.
Performance metrics for NASA/SENH program support are given in Table 10.
Table 10. Engineering Performance Metrics – NASA CORE (01/01/08– 11/30/08)

WBS

1.2.1.2

1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4.1
1.2.1.4.2

1.2.2.2
1.2.2.4

Task
Engineering and
Equipment Services
Permanent Station
Operations

Permanent Station
Maintenance
Development and
Testing
Equipment Repairs
Data and Data Product
Services
Archiving and data
management
Community Software

Performance Metrics

# stations monitored (on
O&M list),
# station troubleshoot
events
# new stations installed
# field trips or upgrades
# D&T projects
completed
# receivers repaired

Numbers

81
1318
6
25
4
13 (rx) + 5 (ant)

# permanent stations
66
handled
Same as NSF
#TEQC downloads,
#TEQC web information 1.1.2.1.4 above
requests

As part of its support, the UNAVCO Facility responded to approximately 1,318 individual
troubleshooting and maintenance issues during the report period (January through November

30th), including GPS equipment, computer, and communications upgrades at 25 GGN stations. In
addition, six new GGN stations were installed and are discussed below.
New GGN Installations
A total of six new GGN stations were installed this year. Three stations were installed by
UNAVCO engineers or collaborators, while the other three were installed with help from
collaborators of local organizations. The new installations are outlined briefly below.
UNAVCO and JPL are collaborating closely with Dr. Rui Fernandes (University of Beira
Interior, Portugal) who installed a new real-time station (VACS) on Mauritius. The station is
running a Trimble NetRS and LINUX computer configured by UNAVCO. The station has been
approved as an IGS station. Further station collaborations with Dr. Fernandes include a new realtime station (NATL) in Natal, Brazil which was installed in July of this year. We are also actively
investigating the possibility of more installations in Africa with Dr. Fernandes. Dr. Fernandes
visited the Facility during the UNAVCO annual meeting held in Boulder, Colorado in March,
and station details were discussed in detail during his visit.
The existing station (PALM) at the U.S. Antarctic Base in Palmer (on Antarctic Peninsula) was
upgraded with new UNAVCO/JPL equipment, including an Ashtech CGRS receiver and LINUX
computer. The existing antenna was kept in place and an AC-powered splitter inserted to provide
power to the antenna, regardless of the receiver used. The upgrade of this station required close
interaction with United States Antarctic Program (USAP) personnel for the integration into their
building and network. The Palmer Station is now streaming real-time, high rate data back to JPL
data centers. Permissions and agreements were worked out between NSF-Office of Polar
Programs /NASA-JPL/UNAVCO. This station is currently waiting for approval to become an
IGS station. This is a good example of a longstanding multi-agency interaction extending the
NSF-OPP/NASA-JPL collaboration on this logistically challenging and sparsely GPS populated
continent.
A Trimble NetRS and Zephyr antenna were installed at the Chulalongkorn University in
Bangkok, Thailand in May of this year (CUSV). This is in collaboration with Chulalongkorn
University personnel and Delft University of Technology in Holland. The station is producing
real-time, high rate data back to JPL, and is an important station for local work in the South East
Asia region. The Trimble GPS equipment, computer, and an oversized UPS system (to mitigate
local power outages) were all configured here at UNAVCO before shipment to our local
collaborators for installation. This station has already been accepted into the IGS network.
A new station (MOIU) has been installed at Moi University in Eldoret, Kenya in April of this
year. The Ashtech CGRS receiver and antenna, along with the computer were configured at
UNAVCO and shipped to the Regional Centre for Mapping of Resources for Development in
Nairobi. The site experienced some networking issues, but those have recently been resolved and
the site is now streaming data back to the Global Data Centers. We are hopeful that we can add
this new real-time, high rate station to the IGS network in the coming months. This will be a
valuable contributor to the GGN network as well as the African Geodetic Reference Frame
(AFREF) initiative.

A new NASA-GGN station (FALK) was installed at Port Stanley, Falkland Islands (Figure 3) in
June of this year. The station was installed at the Cable and Wireless facility which provides
internet service to the island. The location offers excellent equipment security, environmentally
controlled equipment housing, 24-7 internet connection, reliable power, and the location fills a
previous gap in the GGN-GNSS network. This new station has an Ashtech CGRS receiver, an
Ashtech choke ring antenna, and a LINUX computer which provides a high rate, real-time stream
back to JPL data centers. This station is currently waiting approval from the IGS and will
hopefully be accepted as an IGS station soon.
NASA GGN Development and Testing Activities
The UNAVCO Facility completed construction of a testing facility located at Marshall, just
outside Boulder, Colorado (Figure 11). The testing facility is funded by NASA-GGN through the
UNAVCO cooperative agreement. This testing facility has five new stations associated with it:
MFTN, MFTS, MFTW, MFTC, and MFP0.

Figure 11. UNAVCO Test Facility at Marshall, Colorado.

NASA's Global GPS Network (GGN), which is really now NASA's Global GNSS
Network, will need to respond to changes in GNSS equipment technology and availability, along
with related additions/advances in GNSS signals and constellations, while maintaining network
stability. In order track these new satellites and signals, new equipment will need to be tested and
validated. The Marshall facility will be used to test permanent GNSS station equipment in a
controlled, but realistic environment, ensuring the GGN will be prepared to meet the
requirements of tomorrow's GNSS technology, and be able to model the uncertainties and biases
that will inevitably follow equipment upgrades at core reference frame sites.
Issues that will be addressed are: monument stability, position changes due to antenna
replacements, methods for real-time data retrieval with minimal latencies using various
communication methods and protocols, the effects of radome placement and removal on position
solutions, along with rugged environmental testing of receiving and data collection equipment
under various temperature extremes. The facility will be used to test new GNSS equipment and
will provide data that will aid in the inclusion and translation of new observables and data
formats with UNAVCO’s TEQC software.

UNAVCO, through the core cooperative agreement, and sponsored by NASA, NSF EAR and
NSF-OPP, supports the development and maintenance of UNAVCO's TEQC software. This
software includes data translation from over 50 receiver formats, data editing and quality
checking. TEQC is integral to GGN and IGS data handling and is widely used by hundreds of US
and international GNSS groups. TEQC is in fact one of the most widely accessed parts of the
UNAVCO website with ~25 downloads of the software each day. TEQC is an important part of
development and testing activities and is a critical part of the GNSS data processing work flow as
well as for operations and archiving. UNAVCO staff interacts with international groups defining
RINEX format specifications and this year participated in the IGS Analysis Center workshop in
Miami where formats and other issues related to GNSS modernization were discussed. In order to
begin to address the considerable complexities that are presented by the evolution of GNSS
instrumentation, UNAVCO will be adding a new software developer position to the Facility Data
Group funded by NSF EAR, NSF-OPP, and NASA.
UNAVCO has provided financial support to the IGS Central Bureau (IGSCB) by arranging
accommodations for the IGS governing board meeting set to take place at the fall AGU meeting
in San Francisco this year. UNAVCO has also provided participant support funds to bring Mr.
Richard Wonnacott to the United States from South Africa for the International Association of
Geodesy (IAG) meeting in Pasadena, as well as providing travel to the AGU meeting in San
Francisco, California. Mr. Wonnacott chairs the committee for the International Association of
Geodesy sub commission on Reference Frames for the AFREF initiative. UNAVCO is pleased
to be able to provide support for his participation in these meetings.
Existing GGN Station Upgrades
As part of the ongoing equipment upgrades of the GGN network, roughly thirty computers were
purchased and configured with Linux Fedora Core 4 Operating System. Low power mini-pc
units were purchased for use at stations running DC power systems (solar panels, batteries), or for
stations which are not in temperature controlled environments. Twenty five GGN stations
received new computer systems as well as updated receivers in order to make the network more
homogeneous in regard to configuration, security, and capability. Six more station upgrades are
planned and should be completed by early next year. More than 15 Ashtech CGRS receivers and
five Ashtech chokering antennas have been returned to UNAVCO and sent back to the
manufacturer for hardware upgrades and repairs during this period, leaving one field receiver still
in need of an upgrade. UNAVCO is currently working on swapping this unit out.
The following stations have been upgraded with Ashtech CGRS receivers containing the latest
firmware, Ashtech chokering antennas, computer systems, and in many instances, other hardware
items including new GPS antenna cables, lightning protection, networking hubs/switches, and
UPS systems, etc: Arequipa Laser Tracking Station, Peru (AREQ); Santiago Tracking Station,
Chile (SANT); Brewster VLBA, WA (BREW); Diego Garcia (DGAR); Bogotá, Colombia
(BOGT); Quezon City, Philippines (PIMO); Yerevan, Armenia (NSSP); Fairbanks, AK (FAIR);
Kokee Park, HI (KOKB); Krugersdorp, South Africa (HRAO); Sutherland, South Africa
(SUTH); McMurdo, Ross Island (MCM4); Easter Island (ISPA); Mbarara, Uganda (MBAR), US
Naval Observatory, Washington, DC (USN3); Alternate Master Clock, Colorado Springs, CO
(AMC2); Usuda, Japan (USUD); Puerto Ayora, Galapagos (GLPS); Mauna Kea, HI (MKEA);

Yamoussoukro Tracking Station, Ivory Coast (YKRO); Dededo, Guam (GUAM); Indian
Institute of Science in Bangalore, India (IISC); Republic of Seychelles Permanent GPS Site, La
Misere, Seychelles (SEY1); and the Crimean Astrophysical Observatory, Simeiz, Ukraine
(CRAO). NetRS receivers were replaced at McMurdo, Ross Island (MCMC) and Fairbanks, AK
(FAIC). These receivers are part of the “First demonstration of Global Civil Tracking of the
Block II-RM L2C Signal (GCTL2C)”.
The VSAT provider for the Mbarara, Uganda (MBAR) station traveled to the station in mid June
of this year to re-align the VSAT antenna to a new satellite, and upgrade the hardware, bringing
the station back online. A UNAVCO engineer visited Dar es Salaam, Tanzania (TANZ) while in
Africa for another project, in order to work out local power and network connectivity issues. The
station was brought back online, but it is unfortunately experiencing another outage due to work
being done at the University. A new equipment enclosure was shipped to the site to ensure the
wireless Internet radios are protected and secure. The GGN/IGS station in Yamoussoukro, Cote
d'Ivorie (YKRO) is again on-line with a new computer and a new Ashtech CGRS receiver and
antenna, completing the upgrade of this important West-African station. Re-establishing this
station became doubly important as we have lost the station in Franceville, Gabon (MSKU) due
to lack of local interest and support. We worked with our US collaborators at the USGS, one of
whom traveled to the station to retrieve the abandoned equipment and ship it back to the United
States. The equipment has been shipped back to UNAVCO. The station in Shanghai, P.R.C.
(SHAO) is now connected to the local H-Maser Frequency Standard, greatly improving receiver
solutions and data applications for the IGS community.
Future GPS equipment and computer upgrades are planned for: North Liberty, Iowa (NLIB);
Rabat, Morocco (RABT); Mersen, Turkey (MERS); Ensenada. Mexico (CIC1); Cachoeira
Paulista, Brazil (CHPI); Poligan IVTAN 2, Kyrgyzstan (POL2); and possibly the Kwajalein Atoll
(KWJ1). We are also hopeful that the MOU with CONAE in Argentina can be worked out and
will allow us to reinstall the station in Cordoba (CORD). New GGN station installations
currently being discussed include Israel, Nigeria, and Algeria. Details regarding these possible
new sites are still being worked out.

NSF Office of Polar Programs Support
UNAVCO provides support for Antarctic and Arctic
scientific applications of GPS to the NSF Office of Polar
Programs (OPP) through supplements to this Cooperative
Agreement. The research supported covers a wide range
of disciplines including glaciology, geophysics, geology,
volcanology, and biology. Services provided include preseason planning, GPS equipment pool, shipping, field
support and training, data management and archiving,
post-season follow-up, and development work for
supporting new applications. More detailed reporting of
NSF-OPP is provided in separate program specific
reports, available at www.unavco.org/polar.

Figure 12. The “continental margin, snow
mount” field kit is designed to be light aircraft
transportable, fast to deploy, and ruggedized
to survive the extreme winds of the Antarctic
continental margin.

Focused technology development continues for the Major Research Infrastructure (MRI) funded
engineering effort Development of a Power and Communication System for Remote Autonomous
GPS and Seismic Stations in Antarctica , and this development effort is currently responding to
feedback as problem sites are revisited in Antarctica. The need to improve system reliability will
be a key activity in the third and final year of this project. As a result of this effort, UNAVCO
now offers standardized power and communication system kits (Figure 12) for rapid deployment
and robust data collection, including attention to long-term operation and maintenance issues.
The MRI effort has recently evolved from the immediate needs of the POLENET and GNET
projects, and the engineering effort is now focused on new designs to meet the challenges of
operating year-round in extreme cold of the Antarctic Polar Plateau or high altitude Greenland.
Engineering designs are well documented in production drawings that are available to the
community at www.unavco.org/polartechnology.
UNAVCO has received support for a second MRI proposal, Acquisition of a Terrestrial Laser
Scanning System For Polar Research, and purchased a terrestrial laser scanner (TLS) LiDAR
system for NSF-OPP funded research support. An Optech ILRIS 3D system was purchased at the
end of 2007, and operational support capability is under development with recent pilot projects in
Antarctica and Iceland (Figure 13). This survey instrument is complimentary to the suite of GPS
equipment already available, allowing for much higher spatial density surveys of short distances.
The instrument is currently in use Antarctica for 5 separate PI projects this field season.

Figure 13. The Polar TLS system during a
scan in the Asgard Range of the
Transantarctic Mountains (Robert Ackert PI).

UNAVCO also supported several large Polar projects that required dedicated engineering staff
support of several months duration: East Greenland Glacier Dynamics (Meredith Nettles PI),
GNET (Mike Bevis PI) and POLENET (Terry Wilson PI). Permanent station operations and
maintenance has tripled, with 66 Polar GPS stations on the UNAVCO O&M list. In addition, the
number of Arctic PI campaign projects continues to increase with 25 projects supported in 2008.
Other highlights include attendance and presentation at AGU, the Polar Networks Science
Committee meeting, the Polar Technology Conference, and the SCAR Open Science Meeting.
Performance Metrics are given in Table 11.

Table 11. Engineering Performance Metrics – OPP

1.3.1 GPS Engineering and Equipment - Arctic
# stations monitored (on
O&M list)
# station maintenance
1.3.1.2
Permanent Station Ops
events

36

1.3.1.4

PI Project Services

# projects

25

1.3.1.6

Development and Testing

#D&T projects

1.3.1.7

Pool Equipment Maintenance

#receivers in pool

1.3.1.8

PI Equipment Repairs

#repairs completed

17

2
85
See WBS 1.1.1.8

1.4.1 GPS Engineering and Equipment - Antarctic
# stations monitored (on
O&M list)
# station maintenance
1.4.1.2
Permanent Station Ops
events

30

1.4.1.4

PI Project Services

# projects

35

1.4.1.6

Development and Testing

#D&T projects

1.4.1.7

Pool Equipment Maintenance

#receivers in pool

1.4.1.8

PI Equipment Repairs

#repairs completed

21

1
113
See WBS 1.1.1.8

2.3 Data Support
The UNAVCO Boulder Facility provides data management and archiving support for high
precision campaign and permanent station GPS data collected by Community investigators at ten
thousand locations around the globe (Figure 14). The Data Group also manages the WInSAR and
GeoEarthScope SAR data archives at UNAVCO. The GPS and SAR archives are components of
the UNAVCO Data Center, which is developed and maintained by the Facility Data Group.
NSF’s significant investment in GPS and SAR data collections reaps its full benefit over time, as
new data reveal longterm position changes and velocity trends as well as short-term anomalies.
The UNAVCO Data Center plays a key role in longterm GPS and SAR data and data product
safe storage and access by the community.
The Data Group maintains an extensive collection of computer and storage systems hardware and
associated data management software, database tools, and web access tools to manage this
important task. During 2008, the Data Group invested in system memory, new database servers,

and RAID storage to support the ongoing growth in GPS data holdings and to further support
data discovery and access. SAR infrastructure was substantially enhanced to accommodate the
factor of nine increase in holdings.

Figure 14. The red dots show the 10,207 monuments with archived GPS data through 30 November 2008; the dots
outlined in black show the 2,424 monuments with data archived during 2008; the dots outlined in white are
monuments with associated data archived during prior fiscal years.

GPS Data in the UNAVCO Archive
GPS data holdings include 766 campaigns and 2003 permanent stations (Table 12); 1786
permanent stations were actively returning data at the end of 2008. Data in the Archive are
associated with 10,207 globally-distributed monuments as shown in Figure 14 During 2008, data
flow management and archiving for 138 additional PBO and 76 additional NSF, NASA or
community supported permanent stations were put in place. An additional 41 campaigns were
archived this year. Table 13 shows the Work Breakdown Structure metrics reporting for
UNAVCO archiving and data distribution activities for 2008. Detailed lists are given in Tables
14-16.
Archived data are held in an online repository enterprise-class RAID system behind the
UNAVCO firewall. Copies of this data in RINEX format are available on our anonymous ftp
pickup system for permanent stations and selected campaigns. The cumulative data volume of
GPS level 0 data in the online repository grew by 35% during 2008 and now exceeds the 10terabyte (tb) mark (Table 13 and Figure 16). The number of files archived during 2008 is about
23% higher than the number archived during 2007. With the completion of PBO construction,
the numbers of permanent stations with data in the archive will grow more slowly in the next few
years. Including products and additional files required by PBO and the data volume in the ftp
pickup public archive, the total GPS archive holdings stand at just over 13.5 tb.

Table 14 provides a complete listing ofcampaigns archived during 2008 and Table 15 provides a summary of the
permanent station networks currently providing data to the archive.
Table 12: GPS data archiving statistics for 2005-2008.

2005
2006
2007
2008
Total
(includes pre
FY2005)

Permanent Stations Handled (per year)
Campaigns Processed (per year)
# Archived
# Files
GBytes
#Archived
# Files
GBytes
681
293,949
666.7
41
8,770
83.3
1,133
636,340
1,520.4
39
11,038
39.7
1,572
645,931
4,382.1
88
20,060
160.3
1,786
745,305
2,487.9
41
10,922
34.7
2,003
w/data

2,740,352

9,722.7

766

142,155

422.2

Table 13. Work Breakdown Structure metrics reporting for UNAVCO archiving and data distribution
activities for 2008.

WBS Report – Facility Data Group – 12 Months Ending Nov. 30, 2008
WBS Element
Metric
Quantity
NSF Data and Data Products Archived
1.1.2.2
Campaign files archived
12,800
1.1.2.2
Permanent station files archived
775,774
NSF Data and Data Products Accessed
1.1.2.3
Campaign files accessed
35,239
1.1.2.3
Permanent station files accessed
11,603,259
E&O Support
1.1.2.4
Jules Verne Voyager maps accessed
63,320
1.1.2.4
Average # unique users per month
3,709
NSF and NASA Community Software
1.1.2.4 and 1.2.2.4
TEQC downloads
7,942
1.1.2.4 and 1.2.2.4
TEQC information requests
1,038
NASA Stations Data/Metadata
1.2.2.2
Permanent stations handled
65
Antarctic Stations/Projects
1.4.2.2
Permanent station files archived
8,996
1.4.2.2
Projects handled
14
Arctic Stations/Projects
1.3.2.2
Permanent station files archived
8,740
1.3.2.2
Projects handled
1
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Figure 16 (left). UNAVCO GPS archive cumulative GPS data volume in the online repository by calendar year.
(right). UNAVCO Archive data GPS volume added to the online repository each year. PBO event-based 5-Hz data
contributed heavily to the 4.5 tb of data archived during 2007. Event-based data volume was much smaller for 2008.
Table 14. Campaigns archived during 2008.

ID

PROJECT NAME

PI

FUNDING

G3044
G2896
G2997
G2858
G3017
G2966
G2968
G3057
G3028
G3028
G2986
G3011
G3031
G2926
G3048
G3019
G3022

Afar 2008
Alaska Uplift 2005 Revisit
Andaman 2005
Andaman 2006
Andaman 2007
Andaman Islands 2005
Andaman Islands 2006
Antarctica Support 2007/2008
Bering 2007
Bering-Chukotka 2007
Botswana 2007
Central America 2007
Denali 2007
East Greenland Glacier Dynamics 2006
Ha'apai Earthquake Response 2006
IARC 2007
ISEA 2007

NSF-EAR
NSF-EAR
Community
Community
Community
Community
Community
NSF-OPP
NSF-EAR
NSF-EAR
NSF-IRES
NSF-EAR
NSF-EAR
NSF-OPP
NSF-EAR
Community
Community

G2661
G3006
G3008
G2922
G3037
G3026

Iceland 2003
Jalisco 2007
Jamaica 2007
Joshua Tree 2007 Revisit
Joshua Tree 2008
Kamchatka 2007

G3033

Kenai 2007

G3024
G2979
G3042
G2977
G2999
G3053

Kodiak 2007
NASA-CLPX 2007
Pakistan 2008
Patagonia Tidewater 2007
RETREAT - Italy 2007
Rio Grande Rift 2008

Calais
Freymueller
Freymueller, Rajendran
Freymueller, Rajendran
Freymueller, Rajendran
Puchakayala, Smalley
Puchakayala, Smalley
Various
Freymueller, Kogan
Freymueller, Kogan
Atekwana
DeMets
Freymueller
Davis, Ekstrom. Nettles
Bevis, Taylor, Wiens
Freymueller
Freymueller, Miura, Sato,
Sun
Dixon
DeMets, Stock
DeMets
Bennett
Anderson, Bennett
Freymueller, Eichelberger,
Izbekov, West
Abers, Christianson,
Freymeuller
Freymueller, Sauber
Marshall
Bendick, Bilham
Anderson, Wellner
Bennett
Nerem, Sheehan

G3004
G3051

SAF Creeping Segment 2007
Snake River Plain 2008

DeMets, Tikoff
King

NSF
NSF-EAR
NSF-EAR
Community
USGS
NSF-ISE
NSF-EAR
NASA
NASA
NSF-EAR
NSF-OPP
NSF-EAR
NSFEarthScope
NSF-EAR
NSF-EAR

G2988
G2788
G3068
G3077
G3073
G3075
G3013
G3039
G3062
TOTAL

STEEP 2007
Tanzania 2006
Tanzania 2008
Tomales/Bodega Bay 2007
Uganda 2007
Uganda 2008
Wabash Valley 2008
Witte 2007
Yellowstone 2008

Freymueller, Pavlis
Calais
Calais
Burgmann
Calais
Calais
Hamburger, Johnson
Freymueller
Smith

Table 15. Permanent Station Networks archived at UNAVCO.
Network Name or Location
Number of Stations
Active
Inactive/
Retired
EarthScope/PBO (-USArray)
871
5
Nucleus
211
10
SCIGN USGS
93
5
GGN Core Stations
73
15
SuomiNet
63
11
BARGEN
46
1
Hawaii
38
3
Greenland
37
0
Antarctica
37
4
Rio Grande Rift
25
0
GULFNET
17
3
SAGE New Zealand
16
0
PBO Analysis Support
14
0
Mid America
13
0
L1 Networks
12
46
Central Iceland
12
0
Mauna Loa
11
0
Afar
11
0
GGN-L2C/Marshall
11
0
Peatland Minnesota
10
0
SuomiNet-Caribbean
10
0
Calabria
9
0
US Array
9
0
Nicoya Costa Rica
8
1
Mediterranean
8
5
Miscellaneous UNAVCO
7
1
Idaho National Lab
7
0
CORS
7
10
Central Asia
6
3
Jalisco
6
1
Oaxaca, Mexico
6
1
Southeast Alaska
6
0
Soil Moisture
5
0
Puerto Rico
5
0
Polar Test
4
0
Akutan Volcano
4
0
Ethiopia Tectonics
4
0
Galapagos (Dual Freq)
4
0
Okmok Volcano
4
0
El Salvador
4
0

NSF-EAR
NSF-EAR
NSF-EAR
USGS
NSF-EAR
NSF-EAR
Community
Community
Community
41

Network Name or Location

Number of Stations
Active
Inactive/
Retired
Andaman Islands
4
0
EBRY
4
2
Tajik-Kyrgyz-Pamir
4
0
CALIPSO
4
0
Mt. Spurr
3
0
Socorro
3
0
Guerrero Coast
3
7
Alaska/Denali
3
1
Santorini
3
0
Bhutan
2
0
Las Vegas
2
0
Northern Mexico
2
0
Mt. Washington, NH
1
0
CVO- Mt. St. Helens
1
0
DIVE
1
0
IAGT
1
0
Arctic
1
0
Miscellaneous retired
0
99
TOTAL
1786
234
Full details at http://facility.unavco.org/data/gnss/perm_sta.php

EarthScope PBO and Nucleus Data Support
The UNAVCO GPS archive holds all PBO and Nucleus data and products. PBO and Nucleus
data account for more than two-thirds of the overall GPS holdings. October, 2008 saw the
completion of the MRE construction phase for PBO. During the MRE, Data Group staff
coordinated with PBO and Nucleus staff to setup new stations and track changes in station
metadata. During the O&M phase, Data Group staff will continue to coordinate with PBO to
track changes in station metadata associated with any necessary maintenance. A fully capable
secondary offsite data mangement system that can handle all PBO data flow and archiving was
partially constructed during 2008.
Permanent Station Data and Metadata Flow
The Facility data management process utilizes multiple databases with local and web forms,
reports, and map interfaces to manage critical station and file metadata. Databases facilitate
network operations and maintenance and provide for user search capability for access to data and
metadata. Data are transferred to the Facility via a variety of data transfer methods (ftp push and
pull, LDM-IDD, email, and manual data transfers) and are managed via a series of staged
computers that automatically pre-process, quality check and translate the data. The core software
utilized for the automated archiving process has been developed and is maintained by the
Facility. A key component is UNAVCO’s TEQC, an extensive translation, editing and quality
checking program for GPS data that is used by hundreds of processing groups around the world.
Station metadata are verified using database cross-checks between equipment, operations and
archive databases. Archive personnel interact regularly with NSF investigators to facilitate the
flow of data and metadata into the Archive. Permanent station investigators and engineers can

submit changes to their site metadata via the operations database. That information is validated
before being migrated into the Archive metadata database. The operations database generates
updated IGS logs whenever pertinent database fields are changed.
Archive IT Infrastructure
The Data Group has implemented a robust, scalable archiving system for automated permanent
station data handling and for the manual processes used for campaign archiving. For automated
processing, incoming data are segregated based on the need for high throughput. The data with
the need for the lowest latency and highest throughput are typically fed into a multi-node
processor stack that runs in a master/slave configuration. As data volumes increase through time
(due to additional permanent station installations), additional processing nodes can be added to
the “stack” to allow adjustment of throughput to meet project needs. Multiple nodes also ensure
continued processing in case of failure of any single component. Additional components of the
system are database servers, storage servers and RAID. Each of these functional components are
configured with failover servers and storage to avoid single points of failure. A separate “stack”
of processors is used for large volume deliveries of PBO event based high rate data and PBO
products. A third stack is used for ongoing archiving system software development and testing.
The archived data are backed up in several ways. Data on the enterprise RAID system are
synchronized daily to a secondary copy on an independent system RAID. Once a month the
previous month’s long-term archived data are copied to LTO tape. Incoming data are also stored
offsite on a daily basis; this ensures that no loss of recently archived data happens due to media
failure during the interval between archiving and scheduled tape backups. Each month, a second
tape copy of the newest data is shipped to the IRIS Data Management Center as an offsite
backup.
As part of onging improvements to overall archiving systems scalability, robustness and
availability, this year the database server hardware was replaced and additional memory was
implemented into processing systems.
GPS Data Discovery and Access
The Data Center has released a public Alpha version of our next generation interface for GPS
search and data access capability. This Data Archive Interface Version 2 (DAIv2) includes a
powerful and flexible Web application for discovery and visualization of UNAVCO's GPS data
and metadata holdings. The DAIv2 also includes a suite of Java-based command-line clients for
advanced users needing automated discovery and download (Figure 17). Both the Web
application and the command-line clients utilize our new Web services infrastructure. The DAIv2
can be used to locate data of interest using a variety of filters (Metadata, Spatial, and Temporal).
The new interface makes it possible to search for both permanent station and campaign
monuments simultaneously. A flexible data download capability is included. The Java-based
command line clients are intended for “power” users so that they may create recurring queries
that can then be incorporated into scripts, possibly with regular data download.

Figure 17. UNAVCO’s new Data Archive Interface version 2 web tool.

UNAVCO’s data holdings are publicly available, subject to UNAVCO/NSF Data Policy, and are
made available to users in a number of ways. All permanent station data archived are
immediately translated to RINEX and put on the UNAVCO anonymous ftp pickup area.
Anonymous ftp pickup of GPS data from the Archive occurs at rate of approximately 1 million
files per month, amounting to 5 tb of annual data delivery. Figure 18 shows the 12-month file
count ftp pickup history.
Data from campaigns that are anonymously available according to the Data Policy can be
accessed directly through the Archive’s campaign search pages. The web-based request system
has simplified the process for investigators to access anonymous campaign data; 68 campaigns
were delivered by anonymous access during 2008. Campaigns that are not anonymously
accessible and that are beyond their 2-year grace period can also be accessed through the search
pages. In this case the data are available by request to the Data Center staff; 131 such requests for
campaign data were completed during 2008.
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Figure 18. Over 13 million files and 5 tb of data were accessed through anonymous ftp pickup from the UNAVCO
GPS archive during the period 1 Dec 2007 to 30 November 2008.

SOPAC Archive
UNAVCO supports archiving of GPS data at the Scripps Orbit and Permanent Array Center
Archive through a subcontract. Within its extensive holdings, SOPAC mirrors copies of
UNAVCO Archive data, and acts as an IGS Global Data Center. SOPAC continues to support
the GPS Seamless Archive Center (GSAC) through assistance to GPS data center participation
using SOPAC-developed tools, and providing user access tools.
Data Management Software
UNAVCO continues to develop and support the TEQC (GNSS Translation, Editing and Quality
Checking) software package that is extensively used by the GPS community and remains the
foundation of data input and output for the GPS archive. TEQC is used nationally and
internationally for major networks such as SCIGN, BARGEN, PANGA, and NASA’s GGN.
TEQC software is downloaded an average of 20 times per day. During 2008 new translators and
features were added, many of them addressing L2C translation and quality checking.
Project and Operations Database
The UNAVCO Project and Operations Databases hold critical administrative and operational
information for UNAVCO. The equipment component of the database is used within UNAVCO
for tracking thousands of pieces of equipment used in installations worldwide. The permanent
station metadata tracking component of the database is used by project engineers and PIs to
document station installations and to maintain updated permanent station metadata. During 2008,
major improvements were made to the equipment database and the linking of equipment tracking
to the project database. In addition extensive improvements were made to the Graphical User

Interface used by UNAVCO staff to enter equipment records and project and shipping
information.
WInSAR and GeoEarthScope SAR Archives
Management of the WInSAR Archive has been ongoing at the Data Center since 2005. Currently
the WInSAR holdings consist of 1.5 tb of SAR scenes, most of which was purchased from the
European Space Agency. During 2008, the final phase of assembling data for the GeoEarthScope
SAR archive was completed. Seventeen terabytes of SAR data make up the GeoEarthScope
collection and will become the basis for ongoing InSAR geodesy research for the western US
plate boundary (Figure 19). Data Center staff succeeded in rapid hardware, software and database
development to support the archiving and data distribution functions for this SAR collection.
Special user credentialing that is distinct from the user login method for WInSAR was devised to
address data policy compliance and data usage reporting for the international space agencies
whose data comprise the archive.

Figure 19. Image from Google Earth showing 40,000 Radarsat-1
scenes, which form one component of the GeoEarthScope SAR
collection.

3.0 Education, Outreach and Diversity
The Education and Outreach team works with others across UNAVCO to broaden the impact of
the UNAVCO’s programs. These accomplishments are organized below in relation to the goals
of the program.
The 2008 UNAVCO Science Workshop, held in Boulder, CO at the Millennium Harvest Hotel
from March 11-13, drew 190 attendees from as far away as New Zealand and Italy, including 20
UNAVCO-supported students, three of which are RESESS interns, and 50 UNAVCO employees.
The workshop was a mix of Science Session talks related to UNAVCO-supported science,
breakout Special Interest Groups (SIGs), poster sessions, and field trips (Figure 20).
The four Science Sessions were entitled: Polar Studies and Glacier Dynamics with talks by Terry
Wilson, Sridhar Anandakrishnan, Erin Petitt, and Gordon Hamilton, Geodetic Monitoring of
Natural Hazards with talks by Geoff Blewitt, Falk Amelung, Matt d’Alessio, and John Braun,
Seismic-Cycle Geodesy with talks by Mark Simons, Joan Gomberg, John Beavan, and Kaj
Johnson, and Magmatic Systems, with talks by Freysteinn Sigmundsson, Bob Smith, Tim
Masterlark, and Bob Lillie. These sessions included such diverse topics as Matt d’Alessio’s talk
on teaching urban geology, Erin Pettit’s talk on her Girls on Ice program, and Mark Simons’s talk
on Deformation Tomography of the Central Andes. D’Alessio teaches at El Cerrito High School
in the San Francisco bay area, which is near the Hayward fault, the site of d’Alessio’s PhD
fieldwork (Figure 21). D’Alessio noted that we need to customize our methods when teaching to
urban students, and use analogies that they are familiar with, such as using layers of concrete to
interpret stratigraphy. Pettit’s Girls on Ice Program takes teenage girls into the Cascade
Mountains for eleven days to learn about glaciology and mountaineering. The girls construct their
own research projects, learning how scientific research is conducted in the field. Simons covered
how he uses a variety of techniques to constrain the deformation tomography of the Central
Andean Subduction Zone, including InSAR, GPS, and seismology. In addition to these plenary
sessions there were 16 Special Interest Group sessions, many which were organized by Facility
Staff. For each plenary session one of the SIGs was focused on related science strategetic
planning and new initiatives. For more information including detailed agenda see science
highlights at the UNAVCO website.

Figure 20. (left) UNAVCO’s Freddy Blume leading the Geology of the Front Range field trip on Wednesday
afternoon. This photo was taken on the Mesa Trail, and Freddy is standing in the lower Niobrara Formation, which
are Cretaceous fossiliferous limestone ledges.
Figure 21. (right) Many people had questions after Matt d’Alessio of El Cerrito High School gave his Science
Session talk: An Urban “Geodesy”: Earthquake Science and Teaching in an Urban Setting.

The Education and Outreach program has five goals. Activities are organized with their main
goal .
Increase the understanding and public appreciation of geodynamics and earth deformation
processes and their relevance to society.
1. EarthScope
a. UNAVCO has contributed to content for a Cascadia focused Active Earth projects in
collaboration with the Active Earth team, which has members from UNAVCO, IRIS, and
EarthScope National Office (ESNO). The Cascadia content consists of storyboards
focusing on the geology of the Pacific Northwest: tectonics, tsunamis, earthquakes, and
volcanoes. Active Earth is an interactive touch screen museum display, originally created
by IRIS. An Active Earth display only requires a computer with internet access, as it is a
series of web pages stored on the IRIS server, and anyone can apply for a free account
with IRIS. Metrics: both projects are on schedule.
b. One-page information sheets on various topics are underway pending procedures
established by ESNO, IRIS, UNAVCO and EEOSC. Several web highlights have been
produced.
2. POLENET
UNAVCO worked with POLENET outreach (Ohio State University) on an Active Earth
module on POLENET research and on programmatic aspects on POLENET for fall SACNAS.
POLENET and UNAVCO collaborated to lead a field trip for approximately 110
undergraduate students to study climate change related to IPY themes at the SACNAS
Meeting, October, 2008 in Salt Lake City.
3. Secondary education – materials development and professional development
The Earth Exploration Toolbook chapter -Analyzing Plate Motion Using EarthScope GPS
Data http://serc.carleton.edu/dev/eet/platemotion/index.html has been published and has been
presented to teachers in three online professional development sessions, called EET Data
Analysis Workshops, led by SERC staff. An EET chapter is designed to introduce learners to
specific datasets and provide a case-study with step-by-step procedures to access, download,
analyze, and interpret the dataset. UNAVCO’s chapter provides users how to access and
interpret GPS data in the Pacific Northwest.

Table 16. Professional Development Workshops & Learning Sessions - E&O including PBO Siting Outreach
Date
Dec 07

Jan 08
Feb 08

Name
of Event
NSTA Conf
CAST k-12
AGU
E&O tent, Sunrise
Tree Farm, OR
UT Dallas seminar
Baylor U seminar
NAGT Vis Wkshp

Event details

1-hr session
1-hr session
1-hr session

40
35
15

Lake Clark Natl Prk
Homer, AK Edu
Alliance
Westside Elem &
McCabe School
Imperial Valley Col
SDSU - Brawley

2-hr seminar
2-hr meeting

1
1

Apr 08

Mesa Union K-8
Lewis Center 9-12
UNAVCO Sci
Workshop
UNAVCO wkshp
Teaching UG
GSA – Rocky Mtn/
Cordilleran
NSTA-Boston
Mendocino CC
Potter Valley
Ukiah HS
Legget Valley
Loleta Union
El Cerrito H.S

May 08

Point Reyes Natl
Seashore
Walker Creek Staff
In-serv
TX Prof Dev
Academy
Cascadia Sub-Zone
LiDAR SC
Strainmeter SC
RESESS

Mar 08

Jun 08

Aug 08
Sep 08

Oct 08
Total

InSAR SC
Yellowstone Natl Prk
EarthScope Teacher
Wrkshp - NE
Lassen Volcanic NP
and Lava Beds
National Park Staff
Training
Faculty In-Residence
TOTLE workshop
EarthScope Teacher
Wrkshp - NM
Teacher Wrkshp - PR
GAMIT/GLOBE SC
Siskiyou Field Inst
Boulder Ctry Day
SDSU - Calexico
GSA - Faculty SC

1-hr wkshp
4-hr crse
Pster session
7-hr session

SecndryEd Fac
17
5
6

Univ
Fac

Sci/ Cmm
Mem

Other
Edu

20

7

11

2

15

10

3
12
5

1
8
5
6
1

4-hr wkshp

5

4-hr SC
4-hr SC
1-hr session
3-hr wkshp
1-hr session
2-hr session
2-hr session
4-hr session

30

1.5-hr sesn

5

3-hr wkshp

9

6-hr of 2.5
day wrkshp
1-day wkshp
20-hr SC
20r SC
10 week
internship
20r SC
1 hr ppt/demo
1 day of 2
day wrkshp
4 hr staff
wkshp, 2 hr
presentation
w/ activities
1 week
4 hr of 5 day
wkshp
4hr of 8hr
wkshp
2.5day wkshp
20-r SC
4-hr session
4-hr session
4-hr session
8-hr SC

75

Under
grads

Public

60

7

25

Interns

Short
Course

25

2.5-hr session
3-hr Class
3-hr session/
twn mtg
7-hr wkshp
4-hr wkshp
3-day mtg

K-12
Stu

3

7
1
37
31
56

2
14

20

5

1
3

18

448
59

106
5

4

22
5

1

2
10
2
3
8
1

1

5
5

3

100
45
20
60
60
5

10

2
4

20

7

2
1
1
14

20
25
25
7

2

25

5
24

1

3

1

5

3

2

35

5

2
5

24
22

10

4

5

35

1

45
1

45

2

119

964

191

112

1
2

4
3

1
4

0

7
12

1

317

168

189

7

100

UNAVCO now has seven distinct educational activities, including the EET Chapter, which
have gone through multiple rounds of teacher workshops and scientific review. Four of these
activities are now available in Spanish.
UNAVCO presented seven teacher workshops throughout the year and had a booth for the
second year at the National Science Teaches Association. This year workshops were half-day
to full-day format with two workshops paired with IRIS to present EarthScope focused
content. UNAVCO was invited and led workshops at the Teachers on the Leading Edge
workshop, Texas Professional Development Academy, and a Workshop for Educators of
Puerto Rico. Over 240 K-12 teachers participated in teacher and/or college faculty
workshops.
4. College and professional education – materials development and professional development
UNAVCO led eight college faculty workshops and seminars throughout the year.
Approximately 150 college faculty and 160 community scientists were reached through our
science workshops.
Through the Faculty-in-Residence program, two college faculty spent one week each at
UNAVCO developing resources. One faculty member teamed with the UNAVCO Education
Specialist to re-purpose an educational activity to better fit a one-hour large lecture-hall style
class. Another faculty member teamed with the E&O director to develop education posters
focused on geodesy and plan to be published in 2009.
5. Metrics: Web and Community Involvement
We have increased the efficiency and production of highlights for the UNAVCO website. We
have increased the number of new highlights and have broadened the subjects to include more
science. Please visit www.unavco.org.
Website. The E&O website provides a ‘go to’ place for information on programs, projects,
reports, documents, evaluation plans and results, and access to data: www.unavco.org/EO.
Updating information and revising the structure is an ongoing task. Figure 22 shows web
statistics from April 2005 through November 30, 2008. Based on this information, we can
infer that as we place more content on the web, more users visit our web pages.
Number of Individual Web Pages Viewed
UNAVCO Education & Outreach
April 2005 - Nov 2008
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UNAVCO Education & Outreach
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Figure 22. Web Statistics

Ongoing assessment and evaluation for educational materials and workshops are provided by an
external evaluator. Data is collected within each workshop and other evaluation is done

externally through surveys, interviews, and focus groups. Metrics (Figure 23) illustrates
community participation.
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Figure 23. Number of Community Educators Reached

6. Booth at professional meetings
A totally redesigned and constructed booth (Figure 24) made its debut at the Fall AGU
meeting and was in the exhibit halls at GSA (October) and again at AGU (December 2007 and
2008). A large video screen and multiple laptops provide much of the up to date activities of
the community. This was done in this time frame to prepare new hardware which will be used
for the next five years when resources may be more limited.

Figure 24. UNAVCO redesigned booth.
7.

Shimon Wdowinski and Susan Eriksson submitted an article on modern geodesy and new
applications to EOS in November to be published in 2009..

Broaden the use of UNAVCO community data and tools by a wide audience of educational
and research users
1. Expansion of ‘Data for Educators’ portal includes more data sets from the ‘lower 48’ and now
includes sets from Alaska; an additional Date For Educators map provides all of the PBO and
PBO Nucleus . http://www.unavco.org/edu_outreach/data.html

2. UNAVCO Short Course Series. During this period of reporting, a short course on Processing
and Analysis of GeoEarthScope and Other Community LiDAR Topography Datasets was
held for researchers: April 29 - May 1, 2008, Arizona State University: Tempe, AZ with
Faculty of Chris Crosby and Ramon Arrowsmith. Funding for this short course came from
GeoEarthScope.
Increase the diversity and broader participation in geoscience education and research.
1. RESESS. Recruiting, screening, and selecting applicants for summer 2008 program occupied
December through March. Arranging science, writing, and community mentors for 9 interns
took place in April and May with the leadership week commencing on May 27 (Figure 25).
Three of the returning interns graduated in May and started graduate school in geophysics in
the fall of 2008. Two new interns joined the group. Two interns did their research with the
POLENET group at Ohio State University. One intern worked with Dr. Aaron Velasco at UT
El Paso, and one is worked with Dr. Rick Bennett at University of Arizona and did field work
in Iceland in August with his research group.
Evaluation from the former year was finalized during the spring with more one-on-one
interviews than originally intended. This report will be submitted to UNAVCO in January,
2009. An interim report is in hand. Eriksson has worked during this period with existing and
potential new partners in preparation for new RESESS proposal submitted on December 11,
2008.

Figure 25. RESESS and SOARS interns visit UNAVCO to observe GPS technology and applications.

Collaborate with other organizations to provide systemic impact on geoscience education.
Major collaborations for this period include EarthScope and IRIS as described above and the
UCAR/SOARS partnership. UNAVCO participated in the “TXESS Revolution” by providing
the first of several one day workshops over a period of 5 years
http://www.unavco.org/edu_outreach/highlights/2008/txess_revolution.html.
Build a sustainable community of UNAVCO scientists and educators engaged in education
and outreach.
1. Science Workshop
Faculty Workshop. A 4 hour workshop, UNAVCO’s first, was held on the Monday prior to
the Science Workshop. The topic explored modern pedagogy in teaching geodesy as a followup to the prior summer’s short course from NAGT on Teaching Geophysics in the 21st

Century. A survey was done at the end of the short course and a website established at
www.unavco.org/cws for materials.
Special Interest Groups. Two special interest groups focused on educational materials. Of
particular success was the SIG on using geodesy in teaching important societal and scientific
problems. This material will be used in future educational materials and made available to
faculty.
2. Social networking and science education
UNAVCO E&O is exploring the new phenomena of social networking via the world wide
web in reaching to and serving young audiences as well as our extended community. We have
established a Facebook page http://www.facebook.com/pages/BoulderCO/UNAVCO/16228424309 and profile to target different groups. E&O staff members made
several trial podcasts. You can listen to Dr. Anne Sheehan discuss her research in the Rio
Grande Rift at http://web.mac.com/celiars/Site/Podcast/Podcast.html.
3. External evaluation of scientist interaction, contribution, and use of E&O programs
As part of the E&O program funded through the PBO Nucleus project, we distributed a brief webbased questionnaire to our former workshop and short course participants. This questionnaire focused
on the courses they teach and the usefulness of the UNAVCO E&O materials in their teaching which
will help us prepare our future professional development workshops and provide a measure of how
well the E&O is doing in its mission.
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